
 
  
 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Newsletter    September 2019 

Wow, it’s happened again. I can’t believe that it’s 
this time of year again and so soon! Wasn’t I just 
saying to everyone, “Have a great summer and many 
tight lines” and now it’s “meeting time again and I 
hope everyone had a great summer”.  
 
I can’t wait to hear how the summer went with some 
of the challenges of weather, stripers, late arrival and 
then their disappearance.  There is still hope. There is 
a lot of bait in the water and the stripers southern 
migration should be starting soon. There have been 
sightings and some catching from boats of bonito and 
albies. I even caught my first Spanish Mackerel last 
week.  
 
It's that time again for catching those “yumpers by 
yimminy” otherwise, the ‘poor man’s tarpon’, i.e. 
shad. The trip is being planned to go back to the 
Narrow River, RI. Tentatively, Oct 6th or 20th.  
Standby for more details. Please let me know if you 
have any other suggestions of places to fish. 
 
Our first meeting will be Tuesday September 24, at 
6:00pm, Foxboro Community Center, 325 South 
Street, Foxboro, MA. 
 
I am in the process of lining up speakers for upcoming 
meetings. A full calendar will be coming out shortly.  
If you know of anyone that you would like to hear or 
would be interested in presenting at one of our 
meetings, please let me or one of the board members 
know. These can be guides, well-traveled fishermen, 
fly tiers, or writers.  
 
Any great fishing photos or stories this summer? Share 
them with us, we all love them tall tails, send them 
to Steve Dewar so he can post them on the web site.   
 
We are always looking for ideas and new members. 
Invite someone you know or don’t know, who might 
be interested in fly fishing, to a meeting.  At the 
meetings voice your opinions, we need your input, 
this is your club. Even if you cannot make the 
meetings, we are very interested in hearing your 
thoughts and ideas as well.  
 
Tight lines looking forward to seeing you and meeting 
new members. 
 
Ed 

     President’s Message 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
SEASON 

 
STARTUP MEETING 

 

FLY TYING NITE 
 

BRING YOUR TYING GEAR 
 

BRING YOUR SUMMER GOTCHA PICS 
 

BRING YOUR TALL TALES 
OF THE ONES THAT YA ALMOST GOT BUT 

GOT AWAY…..!!! 

 
 

 
  

NEXT MEETING: 
Tuesday September 24, 2019 

South Foxboro Community Center 
382 South St. Foxboro, MA 02035 

Time: 630pm to 9pm 
 

SUMMER IS OUT….FALL IS IN!! 
Courtesy of Midcurrent / PatFordPhotos.com 
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 The Bulletin Board  

 
 

     Crossroads Speaker Series & Fishing Trips 
 

(meeting details will be sent prior to the trips except for Summer Dates) 
 
     

Shad Trip (Tentative) Narrow River, RI 
 
             Planned for October 6 or October 20 

For more info Contact: Ed Rosenbloom #339-237-0540 or email: 
erosenbloom@gmail.com 

 
  
October 22nd:  Speaker:  Dylan Callahan   
 
November 26th:  Speaker: Rick Little from Shad Creek 

 

2019 Crossroads Anglers Officers 

Ed Rosenbloom...........President 
 
Steve Dewar...............Vice President 
 
Izzy Bettencourt..........Membership Chair 
 
Sumner Levine............Treasurer 
 
Steve Dewar...............Webmaster 
 
Dan Deneault.............Newsletter Editor 
 
Armand Courchaine...Advising Board Member 
 
Joel Kessler..... .......Advising Board Member 
 
Rob Dewar.................RaffleMaster 
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Fish Eyesight: Does Color Matter? 
By: David Ross (Courtesy of Mid-Current Fly-Fishing) 

IS COLOR IMPORTANT? This is a serious 
question for fly tiers and fly fishermen to ask. Some anglers maintain that the 
choice of color is critical, while others say it is not important. Scientifically 
speaking, there is evidence to suggest that both points of view may be 
correct. There is good evidence that picking the appropriate color or colors 
will, under certain conditions, improve your chances of attracting fish, but 
science can also show that in other situations, the color of your fly is of limited 
value or no importance whatsoever. 

Fish have been around for more than 450 million years and are remarkable 
creatures. Over the thousands of centuries, they have made many superb 
adaptations to survive in the marine environment. Living in the world of water 
is not easy, but it does present some environmental opportunities as well as 
serious challenges. Sound, for example, travels almost five times faster and 
much better in water than it does in air. The ocean is actually a very noisy 
place. Fish capitalize on this by having an excellent sense of hearing, using 
both their inner ears and lateral lines to detect prey or avoid enemies. 

Water also contains unique chemical compounds that fish utilize to identify 
other members of their species, tell when reproduction time has arrived, find 
food, detect predators, and perform other functions. Fish have evolved a 

https://midcurrent.com/contributors/david-a-ross�
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remarkable sense of smell that is thought to be about one million times better 
than that of humans. 

Water, however, presents a serious challenge for fish and fishermen when it 
comes to vision and color. Many characteristics of light quickly change as it 
moves through water. The first thing to realize is that the color of your fly in 
the water is almost always different from what it is in the air. I have to be a 
little technical to explain this, but I think if you bear with me, you’ll have a 
better understanding of how fish perceive color and how this impacts the flies 
we tie and use. And while I mostly refer to fish and fishing in salt water, these 
same principles apply to the freshwater environment. 

Attenuation of Light 

The light that humans see is just a small part of the total electromagnetic 
radiation that is received from the sun. We see what is called the visible 
spectrum. The actual colors within the visible spectrum are determined by the 
wavelengths of the light: the longer wavelengths are red and orange; the 
shorter wavelengths are green, blue, and violet. Many fish, however, can see 
colors that we do not, including ultraviolet. 

When light enters water, its intensity quickly decreases and its color changes. 
These changes are called attenuation. Attenuation is the result of two 
processes: scattering and absorption. The scattering of light is caused by 
particles or other small objects suspended in the water — the more the 
particles, the more the scattering. The scattering of light in water is somewhat 
similar to the effect of smoke or fog in the atmosphere. Coastal waters 
generally have more suspended material due to river input, material stirred up 
from the bottom, and increased plankton. Because of this greater amount of 
suspended material, light usually penetrates to a lesser depth. In relatively 
clear offshore water, light penetrates to a greater depth. 

Light absorption is caused by several things, such as the light being 
converted into heat or used in chemical reactions such as photosynthesis. 
The most important aspect for fishing is the influence of the water itself on the 
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absorption of light. The amount of absorption is different for different 
wavelengths of light; in other words, various colors are absorbed differently. 
The longer wavelengths, such as red and orange, are absorbed very quickly 
and penetrate into the water to a much shallower depth than the shorter blue 
and violet wavelengths. 

Absorption also restricts how far light penetrates into the water. At about three 
meters (about 10 feet), roughly 60 percent of the total light (sunlight or 
moonlight) and almost all the red light will be absorbed. At 10 meters (about 
33 feet), about 85 percent of the total light and all the red, orange, and yellow 
light have been absorbed. This has a direct bearing on how a fish perceives a 
fly. At a depth of 10 feet, a red fly appears gray, and it eventually appears 
black as the depth increases. With the increasing depth, the now dimming 
light becomes bluish and eventually black when all the other colors are 
absorbed. 

The absorption or filtering out of color also works in a horizontal direction. So 
again, a red fly that is only a few feet from a fish appears gray. Similarly, other 
colors also change with distance. For a color to be seen, it must be hit by light 
of the same color and then reflected in the direction of the fish. If the water 
has already attenuated or filtered out) a color, that color will appear gray or 
black. (Fluorescent colors, which I will come to shortly, behave a little 
differently.) 

It should now be clear how the depth of the water or distance from a fish 
affects the visibility of your fly. In extremely shallow and very clear water, 
colors may look similar to their appearance in the air; as your fly gets just 
three feet deep or three feet away from a fish — or less if the water has 
limited clarity — the colors will start to change, often with surprising results. 

What Do Fish See? 

Scientists really do not know exactly what fish see, or in other words, what 
images reach their brains. Most research on the vision of fish is done either 
by physical or chemical examination of different parts of their eyes or by 
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determining how laboratory fish respond to various images or stimuli. Making 
broad generalizations about a fish’s vision is complicated by the fact that 
different species may have different vision capabilities and that laboratory 
results may not represent what happens in the real world of an ocean, lake, or 
river. 

Physical studies of the eyes and retinas of fish show that the majority can 
obtain a clearly focused image, detect motion, and have good contrast-
detection ability. A limited number of experiments have shown that a 
minimum level of light is necessary before a fish can recognize colors. 
Another finding, but one that needs more study, is that some fish favor a 
specific color. This point may contradict or affirm your own fishing 
experiences, but remember that the attractiveness of your fly is a combination 
of many things, including its motion, shape, and color, as well as the scents in 
and depth of the water. 

Most fish have an adequate sense of vision, but this is usually not so 
impressive as their sense of smell and ability to detect vibrations through their 
lateral lines. Fish usually use their sense of hearing or smell to initially 
perceive their prey, and then use their vision only in the final attack. Most fish 
can see in low-light conditions or dirty water, and a few can see objects over 
moderately long distances. Fish such as tuna have especially good vision; 
others less so. Fish are usually nearsighted, although it is believed that 
sharks are farsighted. 

The majority of fish have developed eyes that will detect the type of colors 
typical of their environment. For example, inshore fish have good color vision, 
whereas offshore pelagic fish have limited color vision and detect only a few if 
any colors other than black and white. This is not surprising from an 
evolutionary point of view, because nearshore waters are lit with many colors; 
offshore waters, on the other hand, are mainly blue or green and contain few 
other colors. 

The actual ability of a specific color to attract or even repel fish has fascinated 
both anglers and scientists. While there are no uniform answers, scientists 
have conducted experiments on this interesting question. For example, 
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studies of sticklebacks during their spawning season have shown that males, 
which then have bright red coloring on their bellies, become very aggressive 
to decoys that also have bright red bellies. Similarly, decoys with extended 
bellies, which look like females carrying eggs, attract the males. But it isn’t 
that simple: it wasn’t just the case of a perfect decoy imitation, but rather the 
color or shape of the decoy. In addition, it was noted that a passing red car, 
seen from the fish tank, also excited male sticklebacks. 

Color Suggestions 

This is perhaps the most important point to remember: Most gamefish detect 
their prey by seeing the contrast of the forage against various colored 
backgrounds. The level or type of contrast depends upon many factors: time 
of day, type of bottom, transparency of the water, whether it is cloudy or 
sunny, and perhaps even the time of year. I wish I could be more specific, but 
such scientific information is not available. The best I can do is provide some 
general suggestions and information; determining the right color or color 
combinations will take a lot of fishing and experimenting under various 
conditions. Keep these ideas in mind the next time you tie or select flies. 

• Try to consider what the colors in your fly will look like at the depth you 
are fishing, and chose appropriately. For example, since red is the first and 
blue is the last color absorbed, it makes more sense to use a blue fly when 
fishing deep. 

• If you are trying to match a particular bait, the color of your fly should 
match the color of the bait for the depth you are fishing. In other words, try to 
match the underwater color rather than the color of the bait in air. 

• Many fish feed by looking up toward the surface of the water. In doing 
so, however, they have difficulty distinguishing specific colors, and the 
contrast of the prey against the surface becomes more important. When a 
feeding fish is looking up, a dark silhouette, even against a dark night sky, 
provides the maximum contrast and is attractive to predators. Selecting a fly 
based on contrast, rather than on specific colors, is often the key to enticing 
a fish to strike. 
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• Black is the least transparent color and gives the best silhouette at 
night. Black is probably the most visible color under most conditions. 

• If your fly has two or more colors, the darker color should be over the 
lighter colors. Almost all baitfish have this color arrangement, and dark over 
light usually produces good contrast. 

• Different colored flies may be equally effective or ineffective simply 
because they are similar in color at the depth the fish see them. 

• If you are fishing your fly in deep water, the motion and any noise or 
disturbance it makes might be much more important than its color. 

• Increase the contrast of the fly if the water is dirty; decrease the 
contrast if it is clear. 

• A good profile is important when vision conditions are low (nighttime or 
dirty water). Black and red flies offer good profiles. 

• Some colors, such as chartreuse, always seem to work better than 
other colors. Yellow-and-white and chartreuse-and-white are also favorite 
pairings. Red and white, which provide good contrast under many 
conditions, is a popular combination for many anglers. 

Understanding Polarized Light 

Recent research shows that many fish sense polarized light. Humans do not 
have the ability to separate polarized from regular light. Regular light vibrates 
in all directions perpendicular to its direction of travel; polarized light, 
however, vibrates only in one plane. When light is reflected off many 
nonmetallic surfaces, including the ocean surface, it is polarized to some 
degree. This explains how polarizing sunglasses work: they block out the 
horizontally reflected polarized component of light from the ocean surface 
which causes most of the glare but permit the vertically reflected component 
to pass through. 

It is not fully understood why some fish have the ability to sense polarized 
light, but there are interesting possibilities. Being able to detect polarized light 
might help fish in their migrations and ability to swim closely with others of the 
same species. The ability to sense polarized light must certainly be related to 
the fact that when light is reflected off surfaces, like the scales on a baitfish, it 
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is polarized. Fish that can detect polarized light have an advantage in finding 
food. Polarizing vision can also enhance the contrast between almost 
transparent prey and the background, making the prey easier to see. Another 
conjecture is that having polarizing vision can let fish see objects that are 
farther away — perhaps three times the distance — as fish without this ability. 
If this speculation is correct, it may answer the question why some fish can 
feed under very low-light conditions. And there is more polarized light at dawn 
and dusk, which might explain why some fish, such as striped bass, seem to 
feed more aggressively at these times of the day. 

If the ability to sense polarized light helps fish to find food, then it follows that 
flies that reflect polarized light should be more attractive to such fish. Some 
natural fly-tying materials, such as polar bear fur, are especially good 
reflectors of polarized light. Bucktail, on the other hand, is a relatively poor 
reflector of polarized light. There are artificial materials that simulate fish 
scales and various tinsels that claim to be excellent reflectors of polarized 
light. Flies with irregular surfaces may reflect more polarized light than 
smooth flies. I suspect that in the coming years, as we learn more, there will 
be an increased use of polarizing materials in flies and lures. 

Fluorescent Colors Increase Visibility 

Fluorescent colors, especially chartreuse, are very popular with saltwater fly 
fishermen. I almost always start fishing with a chartreuse Half & Half, even if 
it’s just to see if there are any fish in the area. Under the right conditions, 
fluorescent colors, which are not naturally found in nature, can be very visible 
under water and seen for considerable distances. A fluorescent color is one 
that will be bright when exposed to light having a shorter wavelength. For 
example, fluorescent yellow appears as bright yellow when exposed to ultra-
violet, blue, or green light. Alternatively, fluorescent yellow does not appear 
yellow when struck by red light that has a longer wavelength. Because of this 
unique characteristic of fluorescent colors, they do not have as dramatic a 
change of color when they are fished deeper. 
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The fluorescence of fluorescent colors is mainly due to ultraviolet (UV) light, a 
color that is invisible to us. Humans cannot see UV light, but we can see how 
it brings out the fluorescence in certain colors. Ultraviolet light is especially 
dominant on cloudy or gray days, and when UV light hits something having 
fluorescent material, its color becomes especially visible and vibrant. On 
bright sunlit days, the fluorescent effect is considerably less, and of course if 
there is no light, there will be no fluorescence. 

Research shows that fluorescent colors are visible and distinct for longer 
distances than regular colors, and that a fly with fluorescent materials often 
attracts fish. To be more precise, a fluorescent color having a slightly longer 
wavelength than the color of the water has better long-distance visibility. For 
example, in greenish waters, the brightest colors would be fluorescent green 
or chartreuse. As good as fluorescent colors may be, they will usually not 
work if the fish are actively feeding on a specific bait, since it is highly 
improbable that the fluorescent color will resemble any color in that bait. 

As you can see, light and color can get pretty complicated. But let’s not forget 
what we are trying to do: have our flies imitate pieces of fish food. Fish are 
not very clever, and they attack prey — or flies — as an instinctive behavior 
motivated (or so we think) by one or more stimuli. These stimuli include 
movement, shape, sound, contrast, smell, color, presentation, and certainly 
other things unknown to us. Successful flies should probably include some of 
these stimuli, and then we need to consider other variables such as the time 
of day, the tide, and the presence of other fish or fishermen. This is a 
complicated venture, of which color can sometimes be an important aspect, 
but only if the fish can see the color. 

Feature Photo by Aleksander Vtaric 
 
(Article courtesy of Joel Kessler) 
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Losing the Crowd 
By: Chester Allen (Courtesy of Mid-Current Fly-Fishing) 

 
 
There are times when you’ve got to escape your fellow anglers before you get to fool 
some trout — especially on hard-fished famous Western rivers. 
 
I found myself on Yellowstone National Park’s Soda Butte Creek late last September, 
and it seemed there were more anglers — good anglers — than willing fish. 
Not so long ago, Soda Butte, like most Yellowstone rivers, was a lonely place in late 
September. Not anymore. 
 
This little tributary to the Lamar River is now as famous — and as hard-fished— as the 
Madison or the Firehole. In fall, hatches of tiny blue-wing olive mayflies and bigger 
Drake Mackerel mayflies get the Yellowstone cutthroat rising. The cutts tend to pod 
up in this creek, so you can hook a few gorgeous fish out of a nice spot, such as deep, 
undercut bank studded with rocks. 
 
Keeping a low profile is key. Anglers with worn wader knees see more cutts tip up 
though clear water for a dry fly. 
I didn’t want to horn in on the anglers who got up earlier than I did that day. Maybe 
most of them didn’t spend the morning swinging Barnes Hole Buggers to runner brown  

https://midcurrent.com/contributors/chester-allen�
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trout on the Madison before making the long drive over Dunraven Pass to find 
Yellowstone cutts. 
 
So, I started walking. My options were to keep moving upstream until I got far enough 
away from the easy parking. Or, I could move downstream to the Lamar River and 
hike until I found a pod of feeding cutts. 
 
Putting one foot in front of the other is a simple way to find solitude — or at least 
more elbow room — on rivers that run near a road. In the past, I figured very few of 
my fellow anglers would walk more than a mile from the parking spot, but that has 
changed a bit I often find that younger anglers have pushed on quite a ways in search 
of nice trout. 
 
So what’s a middle-aged angler to do when walking isn’t enough? 
 
Fishing the Wrong End 
 
Fishing the right water at the wrong time of day sometimes works, especially if the 
river gets a lot of guided anglers in drift boats. 
 
Drift boat anglers are committed to moving downstream all day, so a popular section 
of river will see the upper water get a lot of pressure in the morning, and the lower 
water gets that pressure in the afternoon. 
 
If possible, I’ll try walking into the lower water in the morning — well before the drift 
boats make it downstream. I move into the upper section in the late afternoon or 
evening, well after most of the guides have rowed quite a ways downstream. 
In this way, I’m on water that doesn’t get fished that much — at that time of day. 
Trout are professionals at noticing things, and I suspect they notice when fewer 
anglers are on the water. 
 
Relaxed trout tend to be happy feeders. 
 
Now, this bit of sneakiness doesn’t always work. Sometimes the very same guides 
who rowed their clients through that upper section come back that evening to fish on 
their own. 
 
Still, there will be less pressure on the trout. 
 
Fishing the Wrong Water 
 
A more extreme method is to fish a good river at the wrong time of year. On my 
home Deschutes River in Oregon, hordes of anglers beat the bank water to a froth 
during Salmonfly Madness in late May and early June. 
Once the salmonflies and golden stones are done for the year, many of these anglers 
find another river to fish. The Deschutes flows through a arid, rocky canyon — most of 
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Oregon is an endless sagebrush desert — and the sun turns into a blowtorch during 
July and August. It just feels too damn hot to fish. 
 
But the water is much cooler than the air — and the redsides rainbow trout are still 
eating bugs. Finding shade is key. So is learning how to Euro nymph. So is carrying a 
flashlight, so you can walk the two miles back to the truck in the dark — after fishing 
the evening caddis hatch. 
 
My favorite time of the year to fish the Deschutes is during the dog days of summer — 
which is also when summer steelhead are arriving about 60 miles downstream. 
The anglers chase the steelhead in the lower river and neglected, relaxed rainbow 
trout happily rise in the upper river. 
 
It’s possible to catch your nicest trout of the year when you fish the right water at 
the wrong time. Think of any river that is famous for a big hatch early in the season. 
There’s a good chance that most anglers will have moved on to another big hatch on 
a different river a month or so later. 
 
But the trout are still there, and they eat every day. 
 
Back to Yellowstone 
 
On that September afternoon, I ended up on a lonely stretch of the Lamar River. My 
spot was a 30-minute hike from the road — through the Lamar Valley’s golden grass 
and platters of dried bison dung. A few pronghorn danced in and out of dips in the 
meadow as I hiked along. 
 
I found a nice little pod of Yellowstone cutts tipping and sipping drake mackerel 
duns. I tied on a tan size 12 Sparkle Dun and eased down a bank studded with big 
boulders. 
 
A nice cutt ate the fly on the first cast. No other angler was in sight. It is so much fun 
to see a big dry fly get sucked down in the slow-motion rise of a Yellowstone 
cutthroat. 
 
While playing the trout, I heard footsteps. Lots of heavy, thudding footsteps. 
I looked around. A herd of bison was moving upstream right towards me. I had about 
10 minutes before about 30 hulking — and cranky — animals arrived and cut me off 
from the road. 
 
The trout probably felt the bison coming, but they ate steadily, in bulging, swirling 
rises. I stared at them for a few seconds. Then I looked at the bison — much closer 
now. I caught their dusty, cattle-like scent on the breeze.I reeled in and headed back 
 
Crowds can be a problem on popular western rivers, but this particular group of 
heavy locals owned the place. 
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Stripers Forever Favors Equitable Harvest Reduction for Wild 
Atlantic Striped Bass Management Plan 
  
Option Two Mandates 18% Cut for Commercial Fishermen and 
Recreational Anglers 
  
Stripers Forever, an international conservation organization fighting for the future of 
wild Atlantic striped bass, endorses Option Two of the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries 
Commission’s (ASMFC) Draft Addendum VI to Amendment 6 to the Interstate Fishery 
Management Plan for Atlantic Striped Bass. Stripers Forever also supports mandating 
the use of “circle hooks” for both recreational and hook-and-line commercial fishermen 
using bait. 
  
Stripers Forever urges its members and all others interested in protecting wild Atlantic 
striped bass to write the ASMFC and state delegations to the Atlantic Striped Bass 
Management Board and request they do the same. The public comment period for 
Addendum VI to Amendment 6 is open through 5:00pm ET on October 7, 2019. 
  
Option Two requires changes to current regulations resulting in an equitable 18% 
reduction in recreational and commercial harvest of striped bass. According to the Draft 
Addendum: 
  
Option 2: Equal Percent Reductions 
An 18% reduction in total removals relative to 2017 levels to reduce F to the target in 
2020 where the desired percent reduction is applied equally (proportionally) to both the 
commercial and recreational sectors; both sectors would take an 18% reduction from 
2017 levels. Under all sub-options, states have the flexibility to develop alternative 
regulations through conservation equivalency, including the allocation of the required 
reductions between the commercial and recreational sectors. 
  
Option One would maintain the status quo. Option Three would cut the commercial 
harvest by only 1.8% and require the recreational angling community make up the 
difference to achieve an overall 18% reduction in total harvest. 
 
Stripers Forever has no preference for the sub-options creating minimum/maximum 
length “slot limits” for recreationally caught striped bass under Option Two. However, 
the organization believes all states should require anglers using bait to use circle 
hooks, which have been proven to increase a fish’s chances of survival after release, 
as described under Option Three (3.2 Circle Hook Provision). 
  
“Although we are disappointed that the proposed changes to striped bass regulations 
are not more aggressive, Stripers Forever believes that the changes described in 
Option Two are the fairest. Long term, we remain committed to seeing wild Atlantic 
striped bass designated as game fish along the entire Eastern Seaboard,” said Brad 
Burns, president, Stripers Forever. 
  

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=grh9vPGORE.A4ceGplPqaw�
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=x7ri2Dc5DhJYGW1JY7qveQ�
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=sv2nzjDOtZR7NTPUVdha3w�
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To contact Stripers Forever please email us at stripers@stripersforever.org or visit 
stripersforever.org 
 
 
 
 

 
 

ACT NOW! Submit your comments to the ASMFC: 
  
Mail: 
Max Appelman, FMP Coordinator 
1050 North Highland Street Suite 200A-N 
Atlantic States Marine Fisheries Commission 
Arlington, VA 22201 
Phone: (703) 842-0740 
Fax: (703) 842-0741 
  
Email: 
comments@asmfc.org (Subject: Striped Bass Draft Addendum VI) 
  
In Person: 
Visit our website posting ACTION REQUEST- ASMFC Draft Addendum VI to 
Amendment 6 for a full listing of public hearings. 

 
To contact individual state marine fisheries managers, or for information on attending 
local hearings, visit the ASMFC Calendar. 
  

 

This is our monthly newsletter for the 2019-2020 season. Hope Everyone had a Great Summer! 
Time now to gather together and discuss what we like to do best: Flyfish!  See you at the 

Monthly Meetings.       Editor 

https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=grh9vPGORE.A4ceGplPqaw�
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https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=grh9vPGORE.A4ceGplPqaw�
mailto:comments@asmfc.org?subject=Striped%20Bass%20Draft%20Addendum%20VI�
https://clicks.aweber.com/y/ct/?l=HYMK6&m=3d6BctI5oMoV6WG&b=RpSalZl06vbyg6EaiT.Ovg�
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